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alien artifacts. Time is passing faster outside the barrier than
inside–more than a hundred million years per year on Earth. At this rate,
the death throes of the sun are only about forty years in our future. Tor
books by Robert Charles Wilson Last Year The Affinities Burning
Paradise Julian Comstock Blind Lake The Chronoliths The Perseids and
Other Stories Bios Darwinia Mysterium A Bridge of Years A Hidden Place
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Eighth Sister Jul 21 2019 A pulse-pounding thriller of espionage,
spy games, and treachery by the New York Times bestselling author of
the Tracy Crosswhite Series. Former CIA case officer Charles Jenkins is a
man at a crossroads: in his early sixties, he has a family, a new baby on
the way, and a security consulting business on the brink of bankruptcy.
Then his former bureau chief shows up at his house with a risky new
assignment: travel undercover to Moscow and locate a Russian agent

The Spin Saga Trilogy Oct 24 2019 A discounted ebundle of author
Robert Charles Wilson's Hugo Award-winning and critically-acclaimed
Spin Saga Trilogy, which includes: Spin, Axis, and Vortex “Robert
Charles Wilson is a hell of a storyteller.” —Stephen King on Spin “Wilson
does so many fine things, it’s hard to know where to begin to praise
him.” —The Washington Post on Spin One night in October when he was
ten years old, Tyler Dupree stood in his back yard and watched the stars
go out. They all flared into brilliance at once, then disappeared, replaced
by a flat, empty black barrier. He and his best friends, Jason and Diane
Lawton, had seen what became known as the Big Blackout. It would
shape their lives. The effect is worldwide. The sun is now a featureless
disk—a heat source, rather than an astronomical object. The moon is
gone, but tides remain. As Tyler, Jason, and Diane grow up, a space
probe reveals a bizarre truth: the barrier is artificial, generated by huge
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believed to be killing members of a clandestine US spy cell known as the
seven sisters. Desperate for money, Jenkins agrees to the mission and
heads to the Russian capital. But when he finds the mastermind agent
behind the assassinations--the so-called eighth sister--she is not who or
what he was led to believe. Then again, neither is anyone else in this
deadly game of cat and mouse. Pursued by a dogged Russian intelligence
officer, Jenkins executes a daring escape across the Black Sea, only to
find himself abandoned by the agency he serves. With his family and
freedom at risk, Jenkins is in the fight of his life--against his own country.
Axis Aug 26 2022 The World Next Door. Engineered by the mysterious
Hypotheticals to support human life, it's connected to Earth by way of
the Arch that towers hundreds of miles over the Indian ocean. Humans
are colonizing this new world - and, predictably, exploiting its resources,
chiefly large deposits of oil in the western deserts of the continent of
Equatoria. Lise Adams is a young woman attempting to uncover the
mystery of her father's disappearance ten years ago. Turk Findley is an
ex-sailor and sometime drifter. They come together when an infall of
cometary dust seeds the planet with tiny Hypothetical machines. Now
Lise, Turk, a Martian woman, and a boy who has been engineered to
communicate with the Hypotheticals, are drawn to a place in the desert
where this seemingly hospitable world has become suddenly very alien
indeed - and the nature of time is being once again twisted by entities
unknown.
The Power of Habit: by Charles Duhigg | Summary & Analysis Nov 24
2019 Detailed summary and analysis of The Power of Habit.
Last Year Nov 17 2021 Two events made September 1st a memorable
day for Jesse Cullum. First, he lost a pair of Oakley sunglasses. Second,
he saved the life of President Ulysses S. Grant. In the near future of
Robert Charles Wilson's Last Year, the technology exists to open
doorways into the past--but not our past, not exactly. Each "past" is
effectively an alternate world, identical to ours but only up to the date on
which we access it. And a given "past" can only be reached once. After a
passageway is open, it's the only road to that particular past; once
closed, it can't be reopened. A passageway has been opened to a version
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of late 19th-century Ohio. It's been in operation for most of a decade, but
it's no secret, on either side of time. A small city has grown up around it
to entertain visitors from our time, and many locals earn a good living
catering to them. But like all such operations, it has a shelf life; as the
"natives" become more sophisticated, their version of the "past" grows
less attractive as a destination. Jesse Cullum is a native. And he knows
the passageway will be closing soon. He's fallen in love with a woman
from our time, and he means to follow her back--no matter whose secrets
he has to expose in order to do it. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Great Migration Begins Dec 26 2019 Given by Eugene Edge III.
Julian Comstock Feb 08 2021 From Robert Charles Wilson, the Hugo
Award-winning author of Spin, comes Julian Comstock, an exuberant
adventure in a post-climate-change America. In the reign of President
Deklan Comstock, a reborn United States is struggling back to
prosperity. Over a century after the Efflorescence of Oil, after the Fall of
the Cities, after the False Tribulation, after the days of the Pious
Presidents, the sixty stars and thirteen stripes wave from the plains of
Athabaska to the national capital in New York. In Colorado Springs, the
Dominion sees to the nation's spiritual needs. In Labrador, the Army
wages war on the Dutch. America, unified, is rising once again. Then out
of Labrador come tales of the war hero "Captain Commongold." The
masses follow his adventures in the popular press. The Army adores him.
The President is...troubled. Especially when the dashing Captain turns
out to be his nephew Julian, son of the President's late brother Bryce—a
popular general who challenged the President's power, and paid the
ultimate price. As Julian ascends to the pinnacle of power, his admiration
for the works of the Secular Ancients sets him at fatal odds with the
Dominion. Treachery and intrigue will dog him as he closes in on the
accomplishment of his lifelong ambition: to make a film about the life of
Charles Darwin. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Burning Paradise Mar 21 2022 From Robert Charles Wilson, the author
of the Hugo-winning Spin, comes Burning Paradise, a new tale of humans
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coming to grips with a universe of implacable strangeness. Cassie Klyne,
nineteen years old, lives in the United States in the year 2015—but it's
not our United States, and it's not our 2015. Cassie's world has been at
peace since the Great Armistice of 1918. There was no World War II, no
Great Depression. Poverty is declining, prosperity is increasing
everywhere; social instability is rare. But Cassie knows the world isn't
what it seems. Her parents were part of a group who gradually
discovered the awful truth: that for decades—back to the dawn of radio
communications—human progress has been interfered with, made more
peaceful and benign, by an extraterrestrial entity. That by interfering
with our communications, this entity has tweaked history in massive and
subtle ways. That humanity is, for purposes unknown, being farmed.
Cassie's parents were killed for this knowledge, along with most of the
other members of their group. Since then, the survivors have scattered
and gone into hiding. Cassie and her younger brother Thomas now live
with her aunt Nerissa, who shares these dangerous secrets. Others live
nearby. For eight years they have attempted to lead unexceptional lives
in order to escape detection. The tactic has worked. Until now. Because
the killers are back. And they're not human. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
The Affinities Jul 25 2022 In our rapidly-changing world of "social
media", everyday people are more and more able to sort themselves into
social groups based on finer and finer criteria. In the near future of
Robert Charles Wilson's The Affinities, this process is supercharged by
new analytic technologies--genetic, brain-mapping, behavioral. To join
one of the twenty-two Affinities is to change one's life. It's like family,
and more than family. Your fellow members aren't just like you, and they
aren't just people who are likely to like you. They're also the people with
whom you can best cooperate in all areas of life--creative, interpersonal,
even financial. At loose ends both professional and personal, young Adam
Fisk takes the suite of tests to see if he qualifies for any of the Affinities,
and finds that he's a match for one of the largest, the one called Tau. It's
utopian—at first. Problems in all areas of his life begin to simply sort
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themselves out, as he becomes part of a global network of people
dedicated to helping one another—to helping him. But as the differing
Affinities put their new powers to the test, they begin to rapidly chip
away at the power of governments, of global corporations, of all the
institutions of the old world. Then, with dreadful inevitability, the
different Affinities begin to go to war--with one another. What happens
next will change Adam, and his world, forever. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
A Bridge of Years Apr 22 2022 A secluded Pacific Northwest cottage
becomes a door to the past for Tom Winter, who travels back to the New
York City of 1962, followed by a human killing machine that he alone
must stop.
The Ballad of Robert Charles Jun 12 2021 For a brief moment in the
summer of 1900, Robert Charles was arguably the most infamous black
man in the United States. After an altercation with police on a New
Orleans street, Charles killed two police officers and fled. During a
manhunt that extended for days, violent white mobs roamed the city,
assaulting African Americans and killing at least half a dozen. When
authorities located Charles, he held off a crowd of thousands for hours
before being shot to death. The notorious episode was reported
nationwide; years later, fabled jazz pianist Jelly Roll Morton recalled
memorializing Charles in song. Yet today, Charles is almost entirely
invisible in the traditional historical record. So who was Robert Charles,
really? An outlaw? A black freedom fighter? And how can we reconstruct
his story? In this fascinating work, K. Stephen Prince sheds fresh light on
both the history of the Robert Charles riots and the practice of historywriting itself. He reveals evidence of intentional erasures, both in the
ways the riot and its aftermath were chronicled and in the ways stories
were silenced or purposefully obscured. But Prince also excavates longhidden facts from the narratives passed down by white and black New
Orleanians over more than a century. In so doing, he probes the
possibilities and limitations of the historical imagination.
Carnival of Fury Aug 02 2020 "This biography of Charles follows him
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from childhood in a Mississippi sharecropper?s cabin to his violent death
on New Orleans? Saratoga Street. With the few clues available, William
Ivy Hair has pieced together the story of a man whose life spanned the
thirty-four years from emancipation to 1900?a man who tried to achieve
dignity and self-respect in a time when people of his race could not
exhibit such characteristics without fear of reprisal" -- publisher website
(October 2006).
Z for Zachariah Oct 04 2020 In this post-apocalyptic novel from
Newbery Medal–winning author Robert C. O’Brien, a teen girl struggling
to survive in the wake of unimaginable disaster comes across another
survivor. Ann Burden is sixteen years old and completely alone. The
world as she once knew it is gone, ravaged by a nuclear war that has
taken everyone from her. For the past year, she has lived in a remote
valley with no evidence of any other survivors. But the smoke from a
distant campfire shatters Ann’s solitude. Someone else is still alive and
making his way toward the valley. Who is this man? What does he want?
Can he be trusted? Both excited and terrified, Ann soon realizes there
may be worse things than being the last person on Earth.
800 Years of Colquhoun, Colhoun, Calhoun, and Cahoon Family
History in Ireland, Scotland, England, United States of America,
Australia, and Canada Aug 22 2019
Bulletproof Problem Solving Jan 07 2021 Complex problem solving is the
core skill for 21st Century Teams Complex problem solving is at the very
top of the list of essential skills for career progression in the modern
world. But how problem solving is taught in our schools, universities,
businesses and organizations comes up short. In Bulletproof Problem
Solving: The One Skill That Changes Everything you’ll learn the sevenstep systematic approach to creative problem solving developed in top
consulting firms that will work in any field or industry, turning you into a
highly sought-after bulletproof problem solver who can tackle challenges
that others balk at. The problem-solving technique outlined in this book
is based on a highly visual, logic-tree method that can be applied to
everything from everyday decisions to strategic issues in business to
global social challenges. The authors, with decades of experience at
spin-1-robert-charles-wilson

McKinsey and Company, provide 30 detailed, real-world examples, so
you can see exactly how the technique works in action. With this
bulletproof approach to defining, unpacking, understanding, and
ultimately solving problems, you’ll have a personal superpower for
developing compelling solutions in your workplace. Discover the timetested 7-step technique to problem solving that top consulting
professionals employ Learn how a simple visual system can help you
break down and understand the component parts of even the most
complex problems Build team brainstorming techniques that fight
cognitive bias, streamline workplanning, and speed solutions Know when
and how to employ modern analytic tools and techniques from machine
learning to game theory Learn how to structure and communicate your
findings to convince audiences and compel action The secrets revealed in
Bulletproof Problem Solving will transform the way you approach
problems and take you to the next level of business and personal success.
The World Book Encyclopedia Jun 19 2019 An encyclopedia designed
especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high
school students.
Charles at Seventy - Thoughts, Hopes & Dreams May 31 2020 Based on
extensive fresh material and resources, Robert Jobson's biography
provides a definitive insight into the extraordinary life of HRH Charles,
Prince of Wales as he approaches his seventieth birthday at a watershed
in the history of the modern British monarchy. Exploring beyond the
banal newspaper headlines that have caricatured Charles over the years,
the book debunks the myths about the man who will be King, telling his
full, true story; exploring his complex character, his profoundly held
beliefs and deep thinking about religion - including Islam - politics, the
armed services, monarchy and the constitution, providing an illuminating
portrait of what kind of monarch Charles III will be. Although this book is
not an official biography, the Prince's office, Clarence House, has agreed
to cooperate with the author - who has spent nearly thirty years
chronicling the story of the House of Windsor as an author, journalist and
broadcaster. The author, who has met Prince Charles on countless
occasions, will draw on the knowledge and memories of a number of
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sources close to the Prince who have never spoken before, as well as
members of the Royal Household past and present who have served the
Prince during his decades of public service. It will reveal that there are
plans for Charles to serve as Prince Regent once the Queen turns ninetyfive, how he already reads ALL the Government papers/boxes at his
mother's insistence, and why he feels it is his constitutional duty to pass
on to ministers his thoughts and feelings in his controversial 'black
spider memos'. Beyond that, Charles at Seventy also reveals the truth
about the Prince's deeply loving but occasionally volatile relationship
with his second wife and chief supporter, Camilla. The result is an
intriguing new portrait of a man on the cusp of kingship.
Basic Graphic Design Apr 10 2021 Describes the work of professional
designers, and discusses layout, typography, production, and
professional resources
Blind Lake May 23 2022 Robert Charles Wilson, says The New York
Times, "writes superior science fiction thrillers." His Darwinia won
Canada's Aurora Award; his most recent novel, The Chronoliths, won the
prestigious John W. Campbell Memorial Award. Now he tells a gripping
tale of alien contact and human love in a mysterious but hopeful
universe. At Blind Lake, a large federal research installation in northern
Minnesota, scientists are using a technology they barely understand to
watch everyday life in a city of lobster like aliens upon a distant planet.
They can't contact the aliens in any way or understand their language.
All they can do is watch. Then, without warning, a military cordon is
imposed on the Blind Lake site. All communication with the outside world
is cut off. Food and other vital supplies are delivered by remote control.
No one knows why. The scientists, nevertheless, go on with their
research. Among them are Nerissa Iverson and the man she recently
divorced, Raymond Scutter. They continue to work together despite the
difficult conditions and the bitterness between them. Ray believes their
efforts are doomed; that culture is arbitrary, and the aliens will forever
be an enigma. Nerissa believes there is a commonality of sentient
thought, and that our failure to understand is our own ignorance, not a
fact of nature. The behavior of the alien she has been tracking seems to
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be developing an elusive narrative logic--and she comes to feel that the
alien is somehow, impossibly, aware of the project's observers. But her
time is running out. Ray is turning hostile, stalking her. The military
cordon is tightening. Understanding had better come soon.... Blind Lake
is a 2004 Hugo Award Nominee for Best Novel.
Darwinia Aug 14 2021 In 1912 the world changes overnight. Europe and
all its inhabitants disappear, replaced by a primeval continent which
becomes known as Darwinia: a strange land in which evolution has
followed a different path. To some this event is an act of divine
retribution; to others it is an opportunity to carve out a new empire.
Leaving a USA now ruled by religious fundamentalists, young
photographer Guilford Law joins an expedition to Darwinia, a mission of
discovery which uncovers extraordinary revelations about the whole
nature of the universe.
The Boardgame Book Mar 29 2020
A Hidden Place Jan 19 2022 In the hard years of the Depression, young
Travis lives with his uncle and aunt. Upstairs lives the mysterious Anna.
Anna says she's going to be "changing", and she needs Travis's help...for
purposes she won't explain. What follows is a tale of passion, terror, and
hope, opening out to a great, dark, and unsuspected universe.
The Chronoliths Feb 20 2022 Scott Warden is a man haunted by the past
- and soon to be haunted by the future. In early twenty-first-century
Thailand, Scott is an expatriate slacker. Then, one day, he inadvertently
witnesses an impossible event: the violent appearance of a 200-foot stone
pillar in the forested interior. Its arrival collapses trees for a quarter mile
around its base, freezing ice out of the air and emitting a burst of
ionizing radiation. It appears to be composed of an exotic form of matter.
And the inscription chiseled into it commemorates a military
victory...sixteen years in the future. Shortly afterwards, another, larger
pillar arrives in the center of Bangkok - obliterating the city and killing
thousands. Over the next several years, human society is transformed by
these mysterious arrivals from, seemingly, our own near future. Who is
the warlord "Kuin" whose victories they note? Scott wants only to rebuild
his life. But some strange look of causality keeps drawing him in, to the
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central mystery and a final battle with the future.
The Pilgrim Migration Mar 09 2021 "The Pilgrim Migration in the
1620s to Plymouth Colony was the opening episode of the Great
Migration to New England of the 1620s and 1630s. Separatists - Puritans
opposed to the English church - first moved to Holland from England and
then to Plymouth Colony, in what is now Massachusetts. In this one
volume, Robert Charles Anderson tells the story of the Pilgrim Migration
by relating the story of each family or individual known to have resided
in Plymouth Colony between 1620 (when the Mayflower arrived) and
1633. Each of the more than two hundred sketches provides information
on the early histories of these immigrants as well as their New World
experiences. This material is followed by complete genealogical
accounts, including all marriages and children of the immigrants"--Back
cover
Stewart Clan Magazine Sep 03 2020
Vortex Oct 28 2022 Spin ended with the alien Hypotheticals setting a
vast Arch over the Indian Ocean. Those who sailed under it found
themselves on Equatoria, another planet entirely. In Axis, a secretive
Equatorian community of Fourths - humans who've had their lives
extended by illegal Martian technology - raised a boy, Isaac Dvali, to
communicate with the Hypotheticals. Interstellar clouds of tiny
fragmented Hypothetical nanomachines rained down on Equatoria, an
some began to grow. Isaac and Turk Findley, a tough bush pilot an
former drifter, were absorbed by a vast concatenation of those growths.
Now, Turk Findley has awakened ten thousand years later, to be
collected by the people of Vox - an Equatorian group that's obsessed with
the Hypotheticals. The Vox have been waiting for Turn and Isaac for a
very long time. Meanwhile, the story of Turk and Isaac among the people
of Vox is being scrawled in notebooks by a disturbed man in a hospital on
twenty-first-century Earth, in the years following the Spin . . .
Memory Wire Oct 16 2021 To escape his past, Keller has become an
Eye - an all-seeing, unfeeling human video recorder. But his detachment
fails when he meets Teresa, and he becomes involved in murder,
smuggling and worse.
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Elements of Genealogical Analysis Jul 01 2020 "This handbook presents a
step-by-step process for solving genealogical problems -- a methodology
thirty years in the making. Developed by Anderson and perfected
through his work on the Great Migration Study Project, this systematic
approach considers each source, each record, and each possible linkage
before making a genealogical conclusion...Examples of actual research
problems and continuing case studies, accompanied by easy-to-follow
diagrams, walk you through the steps of effective genealogical analysis" - Publisher's description.
Debugging by Thinking Sep 15 2021 Debugging by Thinking: A MultiDisciplinary Approach is the first book to apply the wisdom of six
disciplines-logic, mathematics, psychology, safety analysis, computer
science, and engineering-to the problem of debugging. It uses the
methods of literary detectives such as Sherlock Holmes, the techniques
of mathematical problem solving, the results of research into the
cognitive psychology of human error, the root cause analyses of safety
experts, the compiler analyses of computer science, and the processes of
modern engineering to define a systematic approach to identifying and
correcting software errors. * Language Independent Methods: Examples
are given in Java and C++ * Complete source code shows actual bugs,
rather than contrived examples * Examples are accessible with no more
knowledge than a course in Data Structures and Algorithms requires * A
"thought process diary" shows how the author actually resolved the
problems as they occurred
Spin Sep 27 2022 One night in October when he was ten years old, Tyler
Dupree stood in his back yard and watched the stars go out. They all
flared into brilliance at once, then disappeared, replaced by a flat, empty
black barrier. He and his best friends, Jason and Diane Lawton, had seen
what became known as the Big Blackout. It would shape their lives. The
effect is worldwide. The sun is now a featureless disk - a heat source,
rather than an astronomical object. The moon is gone, but tides remain.
Not only have the world's artificial satellites fallen out of orbit, their
recovered remains are pitted and aged, as though they'd been in space
far longer than their known lifespans. As Tyler, Jason, and Diane grow
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up, space probe reveals a bizarre truth: The barrier is artificial,
generated by huge alien artifacts. Time is passing faster outside the
barrier than inside - more than a hundred million years per day on Earth.
At this rate, the death throes of the sun are only about forty years in our
future. Jason, now a promising young scientist, devotes his life to
working against this slow-moving apocalypse. Diane throws herself into
hedonism, marrying a sinister cult leader who's forged a new religion out
of the fears of the masses. Earth sends terraforming machines to Mars to
let the onrush of time do its work, turning the planet green. Next they
send humans...and immediately get back an emissary with thousands of
years of stories to tell about the settling of Mars. Then Earth's probes
reveal that an identical barrier has appeared around Mars. Jason,
desperate, seeds near space with self-replicating machines that will
scatter copies of themselves outward from the sun - and report back on
what they find. Life on Earth is about to get much, much stranger.
Bios May 11 2021 It is the 22nd century. Interstellar travel is possible,
but colossally expensive, so humankind's efforts are focused on the only
nearby Earth-like world. Isis is rich with plant and animal life, but every
molecule of it is spectacularly toxic to humans. The whole planet is a
permanent Hot Zone. Zoe Fisher was born to explore Isis. Literally. She
has been cloned and genetically engineered to face its terrors. But there
are secrets implanted within her that not even she suspects - and the
planet itself contains revelations that will change our understanding of
life in the universe.
The Daily Show (The Book) Feb 26 2020 The complete, uncensored
history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by
its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between
television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage. It
launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians,
highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys.
Now the show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie
will be chronicled by the players themselves, from legendary host Jon
Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha Bee,
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Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, Steve Carell, Lewis Black, Jessica Williams,
John Hodgman, and Larry Wilmore-plus some of The Daily Show's most
prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck,
Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader
behind the curtain for all the show's highlights, from its origins as
Comedy Central's underdog late-night program hosted by Craig Kilborn
to Jon Stewart's long reign to Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a
scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to become part of the
beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also
commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect
real change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, Jon
Stewart's emotional monologue in the wake of 9/11, his infamous
confrontation on Crossfire, passionate debates with President Obama
and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, the Indecisions,
Mess O'Potamia, and provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The
Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time, the
people behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their
memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances,
blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's
most groundbreaking shows.
House of Suns Jan 27 2020 An “engaging and awe-inspiring”(SF Signal)
space opera from the critically-acclaimed author of the Revelation Space
series. Six million years ago, at the dawn of the star-faring era, Abigail
Gentian fractured herself into a thousand male and female clones, which
she called shatterlings. She sent them out into the galaxy to observe and
document the rise and fall of countless human empires. Since then, every
two hundred thousand years, they gather to exchange news and
memories of their travels. Only there is no Gathering. Someone is
eliminating the Gentian line. And now Campion and Purslane—two
shatterlings who have fallen in love and shared forbidden
experiences—must determine exactly who, or what, their enemy is,
before they are wiped out of existence...
The Book of Enoch Sep 22 2019
Eagles and Evergreens Dec 06 2020 Over four seasons, he describes
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inspiring courage of the men, including a Dutch Colonial Army doctor
whose skill and knowledge of the medicinal value of wild jungle herbs
saved the lives of hundreds of his fellow POWs, including the author.
Mysterium Jun 24 2022 In the early hours before dawn, a small Michigan
town vanishes from the face of the earth. That morning the men and
women of Two Rivers wake up in a world strangely different from their
own - a world of curfews, food rationing and secret police. Something has
gone terribly wrong in Two Rivers, something that has to do with the
mysterious government facility on the outskirts of the town. For
schoolteacher Dexter Graham, who has lost his family and has nothing
left he values . . . for twelve-year-old Clifford Stockton, driven by a child's
curiosity and courage . . . for Evelyn Woodward, torn between obedience
to the state and loyalty to her friends . . . and for physicist Howard Poole,
haunted by the memory of his brilliant, enigmatic uncle, the only way to
escape the nightmare is to journey deeper into fear.
Gypsies Apr 29 2020 Karen White can open 'doors' between universes.
This power, which she shares with her brother and sister, has been
suppressed since childhood. But now it appears in her teenage son,
Michael, who is approached by a mysterious figure known only as the
Grey Man, a figure who has haunted Karen's dreams for decades. Fleeing
to her sister Laura's reality, Karen and Michael undertake a terrifying
and painful journey into the past, to discover the secret of their power and the truth about the Grey Man and his masters.

Maine half a century ago - smelting and rescuing ice houses, moose
encounters and indoor ermine, raising mischievous rabbits and
conversing with pigs, hunting a legendary "football-sized emerald" and
learning from legendary World War II vets.
The Harvest Dec 18 2021 Physician Matt Wheeler is one of the few who
said no to eternity. As he watches his friends, his colleagues, even his
beloved daughter transform into something more-and-less-than human,
Matt suddenly finds everything he once believed about good and evil, life
and death, god and mortal called into question. And he finds himself
forced to choose sides in an apocalyptic struggle - a struggle that very
soon will change the face of the universe itself.
Corporate Law Nov 05 2020 This book of cases and materials on
corporate law emphasizes policy, economics, and financial analysis in its
treatment of the subject for law students. Materials on conflicts of
interest, basic self-dealing, insider trading, control shifts, and
shareholder suits are included in the work.
Last Man Out Jul 13 2021 From June 1942 to October 1943, more than
100,000 Allied POWs who had been forced into slave labor by the
Japanese died building the infamous Burma-Thailand Death Railway, an
undertaking immortalized in the film "The Bridge on the River Kwai."
One of the few who survived was American Marine H. Robert Charles,
who describes the ordeal in vivid and harrowing detail in Last Man Out.
The story mixes the unimaginable brutality of the camps with the
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